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RESUME 
Dans le cadre des accords "CEA-JS" sur les pompes des 

Réacteurs à Neutrons Rapides, Jeunont-Sciineider et le CEA 
ont mené en commun une campagne d'essais en eau sur la 
maquette pompe primaire SPX1 installée à Jeumont. 

Il est présenté dans ce papier une comparaison des 
essais maquettes avec ceux effectués à l'échelle 1. 

Le but de ces essais était de définir un critère acous
tique de cavitation pour le dimensionnement des pompes. 

Dans une deuxième partie, il est aussi présenté des 
résultats d'érosion de cavitation et les premières conclu
sions d'une corrélation avec le bruit de cavitation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Under the terms of agreements between the CEA 
and Jeumont-Schneider on fast breeder reactor sodium 
pumps, Joint preliminary water moekup tests were 
carried out at the Jeumont facility. Similar experi
ments were carried out on the Superphenix primary 
sodium pumps during water testings at the EOF faci
lity in Gennevllliers. 

The purpose of these tests was to define 
acoustic criteria for pump cavitation and to study 
the similitude between the mockup and the actual 
pump. 

This paper also presents the results of cavita
tion erosion tests conducted under CEA research pro
grams. Two points are covered in the conclusion. 
(a) The test results show that pump noise changes 
with the drop in hydraulic performance characte
ristics, and can thus be representative of cavita-
ting conditions. Cb) It should be possible to 
develop an acoustic method capable of discriminating 
between erosive and non-destructive cavitation. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A : acoustic criterion 
D : diameter (m) 
H ; manometric head (m K2O) 

: noise intensity 
N : rotation speed (rpm) 
N'PSH : net positive suction head ( m H 20) 
P : pressure (bar) 
?AV : upstream pressure (bar) 
Q : flow rate (m3/s) 
T : water temperature (°C) 
'NA : sodium temperature (*C) 
TV : vapor pressure, i bar ) 
V : flow velocity (m/s) 

: mass density (kg/m3) p 
: flow velocity (m/s) 
: mass density (kg/m3) 

1/ : Thoma number Subscript 
m : pump mockup value 
INTRODUCTION 

Fast breeder reactors use sodium as the coolant 
fluid. This metal has a melting point of 88*C sod a 
boiling point of 880*C and was selected for 1 ts very 
good thermal conductivity and for its low thermal 
neutron absorption cross section. 

In order to permit the high flow rates required, 
however, sodium loop and pump designs are used In which 
a cavitation hasard e.rists. Cavitation must be 
avoided for two major reasons, (a) It Is Impossible 
at present to distinguish between cavitation noise 
and sodluB boiling noise, (b) The erosive action that 
nay accompany cavitation can diminish the long-term 
mechanical strength and performance characteristics 
of certain loops requiring delicate repairs In the 
reactor : the erosion hazard cannot be considered 
an acceptable risk. 

Optical techniques are inapplicable for sodium 

Jeumont-Schneider 
•D.M.E. / R.L.N. 
59460 JEUMONT, FRANCE 

flow monitoring. The Commissariat à l'Energie 
Atomique (CEA) and Jeumont-Schneider therefore 
undertook a Joint teat program to define a criterion 
based on acoustic methods to characterize incipient 
cavitation in the sodium pumps of French-designed 
fast breeder reactors. The test objectives covered 
the following points : 
. Incipient cavitation : 
For many years the only criteria considered acceptable 
for characterizing pump cavitation were the dropoffs 
in efficiency and head. This situation has changed 
with the development of optical and acoustic methods 
capable of indicating incident cavitation well before 
any dropoff is noted In pump performance (1). 
. Similitude between the pump «lockup and the actual 
pump : 
An essential question is to determine whether an 
acoustic cavitation criterion developed on a mockup 
can be transposed to full-scale conditions. 
. Cavitation erosion : 
Research on cavitation erosion has been undertaken 
by the Fast Breeder Reactor Department (DRNR) at the 
Cadarache Nuclear Research Center. Until now pump 
design has been characterized by excessive safety 
margins and restricted operating ranges, not only 
for the lack of an adequate criterion to characterize 
incipient cavitation, but also due to the difficulties 
involved in distinguishing between cavitating flow 
liable to cause erosion and non-destructive cavitating 
flow. Initial conclusions have already been presented 
(2), and are completed here by the results of tests 
with a different type of flow. 
TEST FACILITIES 

Two water test loops were used to compare pump 
moekup test results with the results obtained on the 
actual full-scale sodium pump. 
Jeumont-Schneider Test Loop (Flg.1) 

This facility at Jeumont, France, was used to 
test s 1:1 scale Superphenix pump sockup. Nominal 
operating conditions were 3«» 1/s at 16OO rpm with 
a 56.40 m head and a power rating of 22U kW. The 
regulated water temperature ranged from 20*C to 
60»C. 
EDF Superphenix Test Loop 

The primary sodium pumps (Fig.2) were water-
tested at the Oennevllllers fecillty specially 
designed and built for this pump by Electricité de 
France (EDF). The Superpnenix pumps were tested at 
various rotation speeds including those corresponding 
to rsted ana maximum reactor power. 
Sodium Cavitation Tunnel 

Cavitation erosion tests were conducted in the 
Sodium Csvitation Tunnel at Cadarache, which has 
been .described elsewhere (2), (3). The installation 



ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION 

The instruments used t o analyse flow no i se on the 
Superphenix pump aoctcup and f u l l s c a l e pump were 
s imi lar to those i n s t a l l e d on the Sodium Cavi tat ion 
Tunnel. 

Two types o f acce leroneter sensors were used. One 
c o n s i s t s o f a barium t i t a n a t e sensor mounted on a wave 
guide with a natural frequency of about 50 kHz. The 
second type i s a TUSHT1 Immersed sensor developed for 
sodium operat ion . This model i s temperature-res is tant 
to 650*C and i t s resonance frequency i s above 1 MHz. 
The sensor locat ions are shown in Fig. 1,2 & 3 . 

The flow no i se l e v e l recorded from each sensor 
was monitored using the instrumentation c i r c u i t shown 
in F i g . 4 . 

The CANASTA instrument package, i n i t i a l l y deve
loped for sodium t e s t i n g , '.a designed to quantify the 
no i se l e v e l as the sum of the output pulses from a 
voltage-frequency converter . This value i s propor
tional to the sum of the integrals of a l l the signals 
recorded during the measurement cycle. 

In order to minimize background noise effects 
and to obtain the optimum signal/noise rat io , the 
CANASTA system can be used with high-pass f i l t e r s , or 
narrow frequency bands may be selected by the ope
rator. A 20 kHz hiéfe-pass f i l t er was used for pump 
testing, while for the cavitation erosion tests i t 
was determined that the best signal/noise ratio was 
obtained in the 38 kHz - 42 kHz frequency band. The 
signals were recorded on magnetic tape to permit 
deferred signal processing and frequency spectrum 
analysis in different test configuration. 

CAVITATION PARAMETER AND ACOUSTIC CRITERION 

Cavitation Parameter 

The "effective net positive suction head" or 
(NPSH}«ff in a pump i s the effective head at the 
impeller inlet and depends only on the characteristics 
of the fluid system. 

The "required net positive suction head" or 
(NPSH) r e q i s the pressure drop at the impeller in let . 
It must remain below (NPSH)eff in order to prevent 
cavitation, and depends only on the impeller inlet 
geometry and rotation speed. 

The Thome number, o s (NPSHJ/H, i s a dlmntlon-
less number used to characterize cavitation in a 
specified geometry. 

and « i * (NPSH)eff 

then the difference <n, - a« characterizes the safety 
margin relative to cavitatlng flow for a given fluid 
system. 

Cavitating flow conditions are characterized in 
the Sodium Cavitation Tunnel by the Thoma parameter : 

TOSHT : a French acronym for •Hlgh-Ttmperaturt 
Ultrasonic Transducers" available from : 

UETT/SAPTA 
C.E.N.C. - 85X 
38011 GRENOBLE 
(France) 
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?AV- TV 

absoluta static prassura measured up» 
straaa from tha tast channel, 
mean flow velocity at the obstacle in 
tha taat enannel. 

Acoustic Cavitation Crltarion 

Tha aeouatie method davalopad by tha Sodium 
Reactor Technology Department (STRS) at Cadaraehe 
makes it possible to monitor sodium or watar flow 
noisa variations when tha prassura or flow rata 
parameters are modified. 

Three phases ware obaerved during pump testing 
at a constant flow rate when the pressure varied : 

Initially the noise increases slightly or 
remains constant as the NPSH decreases, until a 
sudden noise variation occurs, characterizing an 
incipient cavitation threshold. 

During the second phase the flow noise increased 
as NPSH decreases, often peaking at a value corres
ponding to a it performance dropoff. 

In the third phase, the noise diminishes as the 
performance characteristics drop ; the noise then 
increases again if the system NPSH can be further 
reduced. 

The assigned objective for defining an acoustic 
cavitation criterion is to specify the Thoma number : 

ah 
(NPSH)! 

H~~ 
where (NPSH) A is the (NPSB)r«q value corresponding 
to the first slope change in the noise curve beyond 
which cavitation becomes certain. 

This sudden variation in the noise level at the 
inception of cavitation waa confirmed in the Sodium 
Cavitation Tunnel for different types of sodium 
flow. 

Test Results 

The measured variations in the relative flow 
noise intensity at specified flow rate, water tempe
rature and pump rotation speed are shown for the 
full-scale pump (Fig.5) and the pump mockup (Fig.6). 
The spectrum analysis charts (Fig." and 8) abow the 
three phases observed during testing. A 2 kHz 
filter was used to prevent saturation. 

Cavitation studies on an Impeller blade 
profile in the Sodium Cavitation Tunnel indicated 
incipient cavitation as shown in Fig.9. 
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I for different cavitation values of a and, for 
each I/Io versus <r ourvo (where I 0 i s a rafaranea 
noisa lavai) , to spaeify the Tnoaa numbar o^ and 
thus (NPSH)A beyond which cavitation inavitably 
occurs (see Fig. 5 and 6). 

Figures 10 through 13 plot (BPSH)A varaus tba 
flow rata for various puap isockup configurations. 
Tha figuras also empara (MFSH)A with tha NPSH 
valuss eorrasponding to loss-of-naad factors of 
1J, 2» and SS
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COMPARISON OF MOCXUP * FULL-SCALE TEST RESULTS 
Acoustic tasting on tha Superphtnlx-1 pusp 

aoekup was carriad out at rotation spaads of 
1300 rpm and 1600 rpm and at watar tsaparaturas 
of 22*C and 52*C. Tha full-scale primary sodium 
pump was testad at 138 rpm and at 305 rpa in 52*C 
watsr. 

Each sarias of tests was conducted at a 
speciflad pump spaed (N), at constant temperature 
(T) and flow rate (Q). The effeotivc NPSH was 
modified by va/ying the punp suction pressure. 

Under these conditions it was possible to 
characterize the evolution of the flow noise 
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Tha following ralatlona oan be defined from tha 
linaar dlaensions of tha aoekup and full-seale pumpa, 
and from tha alallltude of tha lspeller dlaeharga 
valoeity triangles : 
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Tha NPSH valuaa vary aeoordlng to tha haad, and art 
proportional to tha lapallar lnlae diamattr. 

Pig. 14 through 17 show tha nockup tast 
raaulta tranapoaad to ful l -seale eondltlona, in 
ordar to parait ooaparlaon with tha watar taat 
raaulta obtalnad on tht actual full-aeala pumps. 

Tht meaaured pump noekup values can ba consi
dered s i lent ly oonaarvative when the (NPSH)A valuaa 
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art compared with thost obtained for tba actual pump 
imptlltr. 

Baaad on tha noekup experiments l t stay be 
affimutd that tha (NPSH)A valuta oorrtspondlng to 
the acoustic erittrlon art temperature-independent 
at 1300 rpm, whila at 1600 rpn încipiant cavitation 
is afftettd by tht wattr taaparatura. 

Tht possibility of using cold watar for tasting 
at high flow valocitlaa i s of conaldtrablt inttrtst , 
as diacusatd in rtftrtnots (>)} (5) (6) , especially 
for water-sodium t ia i l l tudt atudits. 

SODIUM CAVITATION EROSION TESTS 

Ont of tht objtctlvts of txotrlntntal acoustic 
sonitoring in cavitatlng flow was to dtvtlop a mains 
of discriminating bttwttn erosive and non-deetruotive 
cavitation. Tha ttsta dtaoribad in (2) wtrt repeated 
with the bladt profile t tat piece shown in Fig.3- Two 
tests were carried out in tO0»C sodium on 30UL stain
less steal test pieoea under the following conditions : 
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The acoustic system was used to monitor the noise 
spectrum integral at regular intervals throughout the 
experiments. The noise spectrum integral provides a 
relative image of the flow noise intensity, and thus 
of the sonic energy released by implosion of the 
cavitation bubbles. 

The resulting energy spectrum integral observed 
in the 38-42 kHz frequency band confirmed the 
following points : 

(a) During experiment I, where no cavitation 
erosion was detected, the noise spectrum integral 
remained approximately constant throughout the test. 

(b) Significant erosion was observed after 
experiment XI, during which major noise Intensity 
fluctuation occured which are attributable to modifi
cation of the eroded surface : the noise stabilization, 
attenuation and increase periods are no doubt related 
to the evolution of the cavitation erosion phenomena. 

CONCLUSION 
Developing an acoustic method for aetermining 

the onset of cavitation is not a new idea : the 
earliest published work on the subject was done 25 
years ago (7). 

Two major problems had to be overcome for the 
tests described here : an acoustic technique for high-
temperature conditions (400-550*0 had to be developed 
to detect sodium flow noise, and the oeasurement pro
cedure had to be adapted to components of very large 
dimensions. Several aspects of the work discussed in 
this article are worthy of note : 

. The possibility of detecting incipent cavita
tion in fluid flow lines by acoustic measurements is 
of considerable interest, and many industrial appli
cations can be envisaged. The repeatibility cf the 
measurement points is within i 2 per cent. 

. The development of an acoustic criterion "A" 
for pump operation could aid in designing and dimen
sioning actual pumps on the basis of reduced-scale 
experimental studies. The "A" criterion identifies 
the permissible pump operating limit beyond which 
cavitation and cavitating erosion become a definite 
hazard. 

. Future plans include confirming that erosion 
does not occur in sodium flow with a pump impeller 
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running according to this criterion. This step i s 
necessary before dimensioning new sodiua pump confi
gurations. 

. The results obtained to date in the Sodium 
Cavitation Tunnel show that i t i s possible to monitor 
the noise level of configurating flow, and Justify 
the on-going CEA research program for developing a 
measurement technique for industrial plant applica
tions. 
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